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Safe Harbor Statement 
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This presentation and some of our comments may contain projections or other forward-looking statements 
regarding future events, our future financial performance, and/or the future performance of the industry. These 
statements are predictions, and contain risks and uncertainties. Actual events or results may differ materially from 
those presented. These statements include words like “anticipate”, “believe”, “estimate”, “expect”, “forecast”, “may”, 
“plan”, “project” or the negative thereto. We cannot guarantee the accuracy of any forecasts or estimates, and we 
are not obligated to update any forward-looking statements if our expectations change. If you would like more 
information on the risks involved in forward-looking statements, please see the documents we file from time to time 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
 
Non-GAAP Financial Measures 
This presentation and some of our comments may reference non-GAAP financial measures. These non-GAAP 
financial measures exclude certain income or expense items, and are consistent with another way management 
internally analyzes our results of operations. Non-GAAP information should be considered to be a supplement to, 
and not a substitute for, financial statements prepared in accordance with GAAP. Please see the “Reconciliation of 
GAAP to Non-GAAP Financial Information” in this presentation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is our safe harbor statement. Actual results may differ materially from any forward looking statements. A complete disclosure on forward-looking statements and risk factors may be found in our SEC filings. Some measures we present may be non-gaap – a reconciliation is provided.



  

► Global leader in merchant photomask industry 
 Delivering growth by leveraging core competencies: Operational Excellence, Low Cost 

Producer, Technology Leadership, Customer Intimacy 
 
► Investing aggressively to exploit secular growth opportunities 

 China industry expansion – Made in China 2025 
 Technology inflection from LCD to AMOLED 
 Explosion of G10.5+ panel capacity 

 
► On track for 2020 target: $630M revenue & $0.80 EPS 

 Strategic investments bring top-line growth 
 Operating leverage creates margin expansion 
 Share repurchase reverses dilution 
 Additional upside from potential M&A 

A Compelling Investment Thesis 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: PLAB presents a compelling investment thesis based on a focused investment and growth planWe are the global leader in merchant photomask industryOver the last 50 years, we have leveraged our core competencies to become the leading merchant photomask providerWe believe we are the market share leader (combining merchant IC &FPD)Technology leader – leading-edge process technologies and capabilities; most advanced FPD mask writers; process know-howOur investment strategy is aligned with secular growth trendsChina expansion driven by Made In China 2025, for both IC & FPDTechnology inflection in FPD from LCD to AMOLED technology, starting with mobile applicationsRapid growth in LCD panel production at G10.5+ substrateWe are on track to deliver against 2020 targets $630M/$0.80 (established in May 2018)Implies 8% revenue CAGR 2018-2020Assumed market downturn in 2020 – if markets are not in downturn, then target will likely be conservativeHigh fixed cost operating model; incremental margin target of 50%Does not include any potential M&A growthUltimate goal is $1B in revenue and $1 in EPS – not likely to be achieved organically



  

► Largest merchant photomask 
manufacturer 
 

► Unmatched global footprint 
 

► Investing to exploit market 
disruptions with reciprocal customer 
commitments  
 

► Strong balance sheet to fund growth 

Q2 2019 LTM Revenue by Product 

IC 77%

FPD 23%

Photronics at a Glance 
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2016 2017 2018 Q219 LTM
Revenue ($M) Cash ($M)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: A quick glance at who we areWe are largest merchant photomask manufacturer (by market share, combining IC & FPD)Investing to extend our technology leadership (China expansion for IC & FPD; P-800 FPD is most advanced writer in the industry – great for our customers)We are design-driven; less volatility than semi-cap businessOur customers are becoming more global, including China development (domestic producers & multi-national investors), so we are expanding our global footprint – will soon have 11 manufacturing facilities (US – 3; Europe – 2; Taiwan – 3; Korea – 1; China – 2)Our investments are aligned with market trends (China growth, AMOLED, G10.5+)Our balance sheet is in great shape, and we are positioned well for growth investmentsBy product: ~3/4 IC (where we started in 1969); ~1/4 FPD (acquired in 2001)Revenue trend is up from the trough in 2017; expect to continue growing with China expansion in 2019 and 2020Cash balance grew over last several years to due cash generation from operating activities and payment from Micron when JV ended ($93M in 2016); great position to fund organic growth, explore M&A opportunities, and potentially return cash to shareholders



  

Photomasks are Critical to Electronic Manufacturing 
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Component 
Design 

End  
User 

Manufacturing 
Process Photomask 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: photomasks are unique in every component design, they are the bridge from design to manufacturing process, and they are used in the manufacturing of devices we all use every dayDemand for photomasks is driven by new design activity, not necessarily unit productionWhenever a design is created or revised, a new photomask is neededPhotomasks are also needed when a new fab or production line is rampedIC & FPD masks perform same function, but take different formFPD mask typically much larger and does not use reduction (1x)Global photomask market in 2018 ~$4.6B$4.0B IC (2019 SEMI report); ~64% captive$0.6B FPD (internal estimates); ~25% captive



  

Cost control 
Supply chain optimization Low Cost Producer 

Flexible delivery 
High yields Operational Excellence 

Trusted partner 
Wafer yield enhancement Customer Intimacy 

Process know-how 
Advanced PoR Technology Leader 

Core Competencies Underpin Sustainable Growth 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: our core competencies are the things we do really well, and define us as an organization; executing against these criteria have enabled us to become the leading merchant photomask producerWhile the critical factors have evolved over time, we maintain a clear sightline to these competencies, ensuring that our focus remains on the factors that will bring about sustainable growth.



  

►Repositioned the Company 
■ China 

• Total TAM ~$700M by 2022 
• Region with strongest growth potential 
• Supported by new manufacturing 

facilities in 2019 
■ IC Captive 

• Approximately $2.6B TAM 
• We are seen as trusted partner 
• Commitments strengthen sustainability 

►High-end revenue growth 
■ High value and high growth 
■ Supports China & captive initiatives 

Delivering on Growth Commitments 
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+185% 

+60% 

+45% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: we are doing what we said we would doTo overcome the challenges we faced in 2016 / 2017 (loss of Micron business; Samsung display closing LCD fabs and insourcing AMOLED; UMC losing market share to TSMC), we focused on China and captive – what we call ‘repositioning the business’China represent a significant photomask opportunity – demand is growing; market is broad and reaches across the spectrum in IC & FPD; there is not a strong local merchant presence. Total TAM is IC (~$350M) and FPD ($~350M). Our business there should grow even more as our new facilities ramp in 2019. Will say more in a few slides.IC captives are companies that also make their own masks (TSMC, Intel, Samsung, Micron, SMIC, GF). We’ve recently won more business with them as a trusted partner that can produce high-end nodes (sometimes N-1) while they focus resources on very leading edge. Contractual commitments help ensure this business is sustainable.High-end is historically the part of our business that provides higher growth and requires higher value add. There is sometimes overlap with this and our China/captive initiatives. Our China investments are primarily targeting high-end opportunities (memory, 28/14nm, AMOLED, G10.5+).



  

Develop High-
End 

Technology 
and Capability 

Capture Share of 
High-Growth, High-

End Business 

Increase 
Profitability 
and Cash 

Flow 

Q2 2019 LTM FPD Revenue $125.7M 

Technology as a Tool to Support Business Growth 
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Q2 2019 LTM IC Revenue $411.6M 

High-End 
39% 

Mainstream 
61% 

High-End 
66% 

Mainstream 
34% 

Growth Investment Cycle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: the growth investment cycle is a way for us to leverage technology leadership, one of our core competencies, and drive high-end, profitable growthThis begins by investing in the right high-end technologies and capabilities. We then place these in front of the right customers, meeting their needs and growing our market share. This leads to an increase in profit and cash flow, enabling us to further invest, and continue the cycle.As you can see, we have meaningful (and growing) high-end revenue, demonstrating that our approach is working.



  

Repositioning the company 

Improving high-end revenue 

China investments 

FPD technology inflections 

Strategic photomask partnerships 

Adjacent market M&A 

Driving Sustainable, Profitable Growth 
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Short term (6-12 months) 

Medium term (12-36 months) 

Long term (36+ months) 

Implemented 

Ongoing 

Future 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: our growth plans are multi-faceted and span across various time horizons.Short term: these have already been implemented, but further benefits may still be realizedMedium term: this is primarily driven by China, both our investments there and growth by our customersLong term: harder to control timing; we are engaged in these conversations and want to be ready to act when the opportunity arises



  

31 

122 

2016 Q219 LTM

China Revenue ($M) 

IC FPD

► We already have growing business in 
China 
■ 23% of total revenue in Q219 LTM 

• 17% of IC revenue 
• 42% of FPD revenue 

■ Growing strong since 2016 
• IC +102% CAGR 
• FPD +52% CAGR 

► Manufacturing presence in China 
aims to accelerate growth 
■ Customer contracts will help quickly ramp 

facilities 
■ Investment incentives reduce risk and 

improve returns 
■ IC JV enables us to compete more 

effectively 

Developing and Growing China Business 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: our China revenue has grown significantly over the last five years – is now a material piece of our business; and this was accomplished without any manufacturing presence in the countryCompletion of our facilities in Xiamen and Hefei is accelerating this growth, especially for FPDFPD revenue in China roughly equal to IC



  

IC FPD 

Location Xiamen Hefei 

Investment Amount $160M $160M 

Cleanroom Size ~2,500 m2 ~4,500 m2 

Ownership Structure Majority-owned (50.01%) JV Wholly-owned 

Technology High-end, mainstream, logic, memory Up to G10.5+, AMOLED 

Incremental Revenue $150M (total for both operations) 

Investing in China Operations 
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PLAB well positioned for these investments 
Global merchant market and technology leader 

Strong footprint in Asia 
Balance sheet to support investment 

Customer commitments totaling ~$300M over first three years (2018-2020) 
Enables Hefei facility to operate profitably 

Enables Xiamen facility to achieve breakeven 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: we have expanded operations into China to align with customer footprint.Summary table of our two China investments.IC investment includes $40M redeployed tools to adjust global footprint (i.e., not all of IC business in China is incremental).JV w/DNP brings significant competitive advantages.



  

320 ~[VALUE] 

<15[VALUE] 

Total China Investment Redeployed Tools; JV Partner
Contribution; Investment Incentives

Net Cash Deployed

China Investment ($M) 

Reducing Risk of China Investment 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The published amount of investment for the 2 China initiatives is $320 million.  $40 million of that investment is tools already in use to be redeployed from our other locations. Our JV partner will contribute $80 million, and we will receive investment incentives, so the net cash invested by Photronics will be less than $150 million.NOTE: JV partner cash is currently on our balance sheet (in Taiwan JV), so to outside investor, it looks like our cash
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Smartphone AMOLED Adoption ► Mobile devices moving from LCD to 
AMOLED 
■ Superior visual characteristics 
■ Lower power consumption 
■ Enables flexible format 
■ Preferred for VR/AR devices 

► Increases mask complexity 
■ More mask layers per set 
■ Tighter specs on each layer 

► Extending technology leadership with  
P-800 in Korea 
■ 1st firm with this advanced mask writer 
■ Produces highest resolution AMOLED 

masks 
■ Competitive advantage vs. all merchants 

and captives 

Leveraging Technology Leadership for Mobile 
Display AMOLED Adoption 
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Source: Internal Estimates 

AMOLED remains preferred 
technology for mobile applications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: mobile display transition from LCD to AMOLED creates multi-year cycle trend driving high-end photomask demand.FPD used for mobile devices is expected to transition from LCD to AMOLED (Superior visual characteristics, lower power consumption, enables flexible format)This means more complex, high-end masks, which is great for us as technology leaderWe were the first to install P-800 mask writing tool in H118 to address growing AMOLED demand – this is the most advanced mask writing tool available, and we were the 1st mask maker (merchant or captive) to use this tool (NOTE: Mycronic announced another P-800 ordered in Oct2018, but with limited functionality; will be delivered Q219); we are targeting AMOLED makers in both Korea and China



  

G6 

G7.5 

G8.5 
 

G10.5+ 
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65” 

65” 
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95% 

G10.5+  Improved Glass Efficiency for Ultra-Large 
Screen TV 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: in order to improve manufacturing efficiency, such as glass efficiency, panel manufacturers of large-screen TVs are moving to G10.5+ substrates.Average size of TV is increasing about 1” per year.G10.5+ also brings efficiencies on capital cost per screen and other variable costs per screen.Most G10.5+ panel production is being installed in China, which is why we invested in Hefei with 2-P10 writers that manufacture the large masks needed by these panel producers. We are the 1st photomask producer with this capability in China, and we have customer commitments from two of the largest G10.5+ panel producers in China (NOTE: due to NDA, we cannot name these companies).



  

168 

441 

2017 2023

China FPD Mask Production ($M) 

G10.5+ G8 G6 LTPS/AMOLED G5

► China represents fastest growing 
display region 
■ 64 fabs in production, under construction 

or being planned 
■ Largest display producer (Korea 2nd) 

► Photomask opportunities in China are 
attractive 
■ Wide range of display technology, 

including AMOLED & G10.5+ 
■ No merchant photomask producer with 

high-end experience 
■ No G10.5+ photomask producer 

“Made in China 2025” Driving Growth in FPD Market 
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Source: Internal Estimates 

G10.5+ 
CAGR +62% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: China is promoting an increase of production in country for the electronic products that are consumed in country – “Made in China 2025”China growth dominated by G10.5+ - growing +62% CAGR 2017 - 2023Most G10.5+ global panel production is being installed in China, which is why we invested in Hefei with P10 writers that manufacture the large masks needed by these panel producers. We are the 1st photomask producer with this capability in China, and we have customer commitments from two of the largest G10.5+ panel producers in China (NOTE: due to NDA, we cannot name these companies).



  

64 China Display Fabs in Production by 2022 

16 Image from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:China-equirect.png 

LCD (7) 
AMOLED (15) 
G10.5+ (6) 

Photronics Locations 
FPD Korea 
FPD Hefei 
FPD Taiwan 

LCD (25) 
AMOLED (9) 
G10.5+ (2) 

New (29) 

Existing (35) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: we are expanding our manufacturing footprint to align with industry expansion into China.As the map demonstrates, there is significant investment to increase panel manufacturing in China, in various display technologies (LCD, AMOLED, G10.5+).We are building a facility in Hefei due to its central location, close proximity to some important customers, and eagerness demonstrated by local government and science park for Photronics to establish a manufacturing facility here.Combining Hefei with our current FPD locations (Korea and Taiwan), we are well positioned to supply all of the key panel producers.



  

► China represents fastest 
growing semiconductor region 
■ Growing domestic producers 
■ Investments by multi-nationals 

► More investment needed to meet  
national targets 
■ 2023 forecast is 21% 
■ China government target is 40% by 

2020, 70% by 2025 
► Photomask opportunities in 

China are attractive 
■ Wide range of nodes in logic and 

memory 
■ No strong domestic merchant mask 

producer 

“Made in China 2025” Driving Growth in IC Market 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: China aggressively promoting IC manufacturing. Over last 10 years, IC production in China has increased 4x. Despite all of this growth and incentives, China is still lagging their goal, which means more investment is needed.China represents highest growing semiconductor region (other regions have plateaued or are falling)10 years ago there were no Chinese in top 30 fabless companies; today there are two in the top 10According to SEMI, more than 40% of front end semiconductor fabs scheduled to begin operation between 2017 and 2020 are in ChinaCharts shows high growth anticipated for China IC industry – mask demand growth should follow; typically photomasks are about 1% of total IC production; if that holds, this suggestion China photomask market of >$300M in 2022Photomasks opportunities in China are attractiveMore investment is needed by the IC industry in order to meet the established goals of “Made in China 2025”PLAB well positioned for this investmentMerchant market and technology leaderStrong footprint in AsiaBalance sheet to support investment



  

23 New China 12” IC Fabs 

18 Image from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:China-equirect.png 

Photronics Locations 
IC Korea 
IC Xiamen 
IC Taiwan 
IC Boise (not shown) 
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Memory (6) 
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SMIC (L) Intel (M) 

SMIC (L) 

Cansemi (L) 

JHICC (M) 

USC (L) 

Silan (L) 

Sien IC (L) 

HidM (L) 

AMS (L) 

TSMC (L) 

HH Group (L) 

Unigroup (M) 

SMIC (L) 

SMIC (L) 
HLIC (L) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: when we complete our new facility in Xiamen, we will have 4 high-end manufacturing facilities (including Boise) to serve IC manufacturers in China.



  

 
►Top line growth combined with continued focus on driving costs 

out 
 

►Disciplined focus on investments to improve ROIC 
 

►Maintain strong balance sheet while returning cash to shareholders 
 Share repurchases of $34M (3.7M shares) since July 2018 
 Financial stability through economic downturn 
 Flexibility to invest in other growth opportunities (organic or M&A) 

 

Strategic Priorities to Improve Shareholder Value 
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►Powerful operating leverage: target 50% 

 
►Strong operating cash flow generator 

 
►Positive free cash flow every fiscal year since 2009 

 
►Solid balance sheet 

Solid Financial Fundamentals 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The capital investment required for this business creates a high fixed-cost threshold. The positive upshot is once the threshold is met, the operating leverage is significant. We target 50% contribution margin, but achievement of 70% - 80% is not unusual.Every operating location, mainstream and high-end, IC and FPD, is profitable & cash positive, we’ve had positive free cash flow every fiscal year since the recession [NOTE: this will most certainly not be true for 2019].Our working capital management is tight – we’ve got a blue-chip customer base, and our investments are well-controlled and based to a significant extent on customer commitments. So the strong operating cash flow has enabled debt repayment and continual strengthening of the balance sheet with an adequate cash position to support these major China investments, insulate against downdrafts during cyclical weakness and support broader growth through M&A.



  

 451  

 537  

 630  

2017 Q219 LTM 2020 Target

Revenue ($M) Key Success Factors 
► “Made in China 2025” – new facilities 
► FPD technology inflections 
► Repositioning the company 
► Node migration (logic & memory) 
► Growing business with captive 

producers 
► IC JV’s in China and Taiwan 
► Stable mainstream business 
► Cross-site collaboration to serve 

global customers 
 

On Our Way to 2020 Target 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: we are on track to hit our $630M revenue target in 2020With the growth achieved in 2019, we are well on our way of meeting our 2020 revenue target.Our success is broad-based and diverse, not relying on any one factor.We’ve placed ourselves in a great position, with progress being made on many fronts.Successfully launching production at our new China facilities will be the next step up in our growth.



  

► Fund organic growth 
■ Geographic expansion into China 
■ Technical investments to maintain leadership 

position 
► Explore strategic M&A 

■ Photomask industry – IC & FPD 
■ Adjacencies to increase revenue diversification 

► Debt repayment 
■ Repaid converts ($57.5M) in April 2019; 

removed 5.5M potentially dilutive shares 
■ Local interest-subsidized China borrowing; 

$36M outstanding end of Q219 
► Share repurchase 

■ Repurchased $33.8M of shares since July 2018 
■ Reduced outstanding shares by 3.7M 

Clear Capital Deployment Priorities 
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329 

167 

57 
36 

272 

131 

2018 Q2 2019 2020 Estimate

Cash & Debt ($M) 

Cash Debt Net Cash*

*Net cash defined as cash and cash equivalents less long-term borrowings (including current portion) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: when our China investment is complete, our balance sheet will look very similar to today, maintaining our ability to invest in growth and return cash to shareholders.



  

► Clear path to accelerate profitable growth 
 

► Prudent stewardship of balance sheet 
 

► Financial model to grow income faster than revenue 
 

► On track to achieve financial targets 
 Revenue $630M & EPS $0.80 by 2020 
 Operating margin > 15% 
 Minimum $100M net cash 
 Improve ROIC – no projects accepted below hurdle rate 

 

Financial Summary 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: our financial summary is simple, straightforward, and achievableWe believe by focusing on these key elements, we can increase shareholder value



  

► Global leader in merchant photomask industry 
 Delivering growth by leveraging core competencies: Operational Excellence, Low Cost 

Producer, Technology Leadership, Customer Intimacy 
 
► Investing aggressively to exploit secular growth opportunities 

 China industry expansion – Made in China 2025 
 Technology inflection from LCD to AMOLED 
 Explosion of G10.5+ panel capacity 

 
► On track for 2020 target: $630M revenue & $0.80 EPS 

 Strategic investments bring top-line growth 
 Operating leverage creates margin expansion 
 Share repurchase reverses dilution 
 Additional upside from potential M&A 

A Compelling Investment Thesis 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: PLAB presents a compelling investment thesis based on a focused investment and growth planWe are the global leader in merchant photomask industryOver the last 50 years, we have leveraged our core competencies to become the leading merchant photomask providerWe believe we are the market share leader (combining merchant IC &FPD)Technology leader – leading-edge process technologies and capabilities; most advanced FPD mask writers; process know-howOur investment strategy is aligned with secular growth trendsChina expansion driven by Made In China 2025, for both IC & FPDTechnology inflection in FPD from LCD to AMOLED technology, starting with mobile applicationsRapid growth in LCD panel production at G10.5+ substrateOur investments should lead to revenue of $630M and EPS of $0.80 by 2020Implies 8% CAGR 2018-2020Assumed market downturn in 2020 – if markets are not in downturn, then target will likely be conservativeHigh fixed cost operating model; incremental margin target of 50%Does not include any potential M&A growthUltimate goal is $1B in revenue and $1 in EPS – not likely to be achieved organically



  

Thank you for your interest! 

 
For Additional Information: 

 
R. Troy Dewar, CFA 

Vice President, Investor Relations 
203.740.5610 

tdewar@photronics.com  

mailto:tdewar@atmi.com
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